Cat's green gaze calms me.
Tree tops echo in birdsong.
Our son smiles on screen, safe.

Sandra McCall

Have a little fun
Let's play Quarantine Haiku
Matching syllables

Mark Overman

I beg for hard rain,
epic downpour leaving me
okay staying in

DJ Gaskin

Missing my dear friends,
We need to get together
Bottle. Friday. Now!

Marty Kirchhof

An odd, half-way life,
A strange state of suspension,
Yearning for normal.

Dina Waxman

Cat's green gaze calms me.
Tree tops echo in birdsong.
Our son smiles on screen, safe.

Sandra McCall

Have a little fun
Let's play Quarantine Haiku
Matching syllables

Mark Overman
Hunter Gatherer
Domestic search for nurture
Frozen Hot Pocket
Donna Beal

I thought "I just need
Time to clean my messy house"
That was not the case
Jen Pace Dickenson

Coronavirus
Major changes loom ahead
For now safe at home.
Priscilla Yeager

Hummingbirds arrive
Unaware of our concerns
We will persevere
Maggie McLeod

WARM
Southerners are warm
and caring
will we ever hug again
Anne Regan

As an introvert
Staying home is fine with me
Unless I have to
Michelle Fleming

Box of fabric scraps
How to thread sewing machine?
My neighbors need masks
Barbara Smith

Elbow deep in flour
Baking what I never eat
Just bake and don’t think
Monica Jones
The quarantine
Has enriched relationships
Much to my delight
   Tom Ervin

Breaking News so grim,
my loved ones far too distant.
   Still
   Kathy Ackerman

Leaves whisper, birds call
The buzz of a bumblebee
Sounds of quarantine
   Clare O’Sheel

Sneeze into your mask or sleeve.
No disease from you.
   Hai-haiku! HAIKU!!
   Wendell Hawken

Vowed not to go out
even to buy groceries but
cat won't eat hotdogs.
   Patience is a gift
   Learn to observe life again
   Sometimes bad is good
   Erik Bundy
   Amber Keeran

Cooking up a storm
Trying out new recipes
Jeans no longer fit
   Alone in my home -
   Fearful of dreaded COVID.
   Gloria Underwood

Hai-haiku! HAIKU!!
Sneeze into your mask or sleeve.
No disease from you.
   Wendell Hawken

Patience is a gift
Learn to observe life again
Sometimes bad is good
   Amber Keeran

Vowed not to go out
even to buy groceries but
cat won't eat hotdogs.
   Erik Bundy

The quarantine
Has enriched relationships
Much to my delight
   Tom Ervin

Leaves whisper, birds call
The buzz of a bumblebee
Sounds of quarantine
   Clare O’Sheel

Alone in my home -
Fearful of dreaded COVID.
Spring arrives with joy
   Gloria Underwood
Golden green of Spring
Exempt from stay-home orders
Visits all of us.

Eileen Mehta

The rain gently drips
Spring has come to the Valley
Flowers burst open

Sharon Cross

Sunshine at the dawn
Clouds ominously cluster
Rain dampens nightfall

Steve Cross

Wisteria blooms'
Sudden intoxication
Filtered through a mask

Roe Sonye Sprouls

Family Time
Green Tea, Husband, Me
Morning View of Mountainside,
Old Dog By Our Side

Nancy Reh

Not even alive
Until breath invites it in
Clever little beast

David Riddle

Covid 19 closed the door
Am I standing in or out
Am I up or down

Luta Licata Sabo

The traffic has been
Fabulous! Green lights are the
norm for my commute.

Marla Bailey